I have been invited to write about Dr Arnold J. Levine from my prospective as one of his many graduate students, whom he counts as his 'scientific children'. I will not expound on his scientific legacy or his important discoveries or their impact, leaving that to others in this issue. Instead, I will simply tell you what I learned from Arnie. He taught me many things; not by lecturing but by his actions.

The first thing that Arnie taught me was that no one should consider him or herself to be better than anyone else. Arnie, for all his scientific acclaim, is one of the most humble people I have ever met. I will always remember the day I met him, when I was visiting Princeton University as a prospective graduate student in 1993. I was awestruck, but he immediately put me at ease, and I knew right then I wanted to join his lab. I soon realized that he would treat his graduate students and post-docs like we were his equals, even introducing us to well-known scientists like they should be as honored to meet us as we were to meet them. He always gave us credit for our work, often down-playing his own role. He allowed or even encouraged us to disagree with him. Even as a second-year graduate student, I remember arguing with him about some experiment that I was convinced would work but he was not so sure. He just laughed and had the last word, 'Well, go prove it!'

Arnie taught me to be a guardian of the scientific method, a champion of careful and honest science. Arnie taught me to always let the hypothesis drive the science and to be willing to amend my hypotheses based on the data. Every day in his lab, I witnessed the scientific method in action. Post-docs and graduate students would make a hypothesis based on previous observations, test it, replicate their experiments several times, maybe test the hypothesis in a different way, and modify the hypothesis as necessary. A scene that played out again and again was a discussion---or maybe a friendly argument---about a hypothesis and the results of an experiment, pathways drawn on the chalkboard, a lab mate jumping up to draw out another possibility and Arnie imploring us to design an experiment to test the new hypothesis. I was always exhilarated by these discussions, and it fueled my passion for good science.

Arnie taught me the importance of sharing ideas and knowledge. Arnie was a magnet for great, smart people. His lab was full of amazing scientists who helped each other out. My lab mates and I taught each other and learned from each other. We bounced ideas off one another. Senior members mentored more junior members---sharing lab protocols and demonstrating techniques. We provided another set of hands when needed. We mentored undergraduates. We read each other's grants and papers. We supported each other unconditionally.

Arnie taught me that hard work is necessary in science, but he also taught me to stop working once in a while to take time to think. When your head is down in the day-to-day experiments, you occasionally need to pause, look up, look around, read, and think a bit about the big picture. Then you can get back to work with a clearer idea of where you should aim your time and efforts. Arnie often said, 'We don't out-work the competition; we out-think them.'

Arnie taught me to stop working once in a while to laugh, enjoy life, and have fun. He was quick with a laugh, a joke, or a good story. He would join us for lunch between experiments on the weekends, chatting with us about graduate student life, sports, science, or whatever else was on our minds---and perhaps sharing our food. He cheered on our lab softball team in our annual game against Tom Shenk's lab. Our Friday afternoon lab meetings went from exhilarating scientific discussions to a bit of wackiness and a lot of laughter that lasted hours.

Arnie taught me that perhaps the most important thing a mentor can be is a cheerleader. He was always enthusiastic and supportive. He always believed in me. He encouraged me to take risks once in a while. And when the science got tough, he encouraged me to think carefully through the problem to find a solution. Arnie cared about all of his students and always had our best interests in mind.

Through Arnie, I learned that I like to write, that I like to mentor, that I like to present, and that I like to travel. He provided his graduate students with every opportunity he could to do these things. One of the greatest experiences of my life was traveling to the island of Crete for the 9th p53 Workshop in 1998. Seeing such a beautiful place and meeting such interesting, like-minded people was incredible. Through Arnie I also learned that, although I do not like caviar, it was fun to dress up, ride a bus to New York City with my lab mates, and see Arnie honored while receiving one of his many impressive awards.

Arnie taught me that if you love what you do, you never have to stop or, apparently, even slow down. At almost 80 years of age, Arnie is still doing science, publishing articles and reviews, chairing scientific advisory boards, participating on several biotech boards---including for a start-up he recently co-founded---and running programs for Stand up To Cancer (SU2C). Arnie is a true inspiration.

When I think of all Arnie taught me, I think of all the others before and after me who also had the privilege to learn from him. Arnie has an enormous legacy of a scientific family of graduate students and post-docs. Many of them have established leading cancer research labs themselves, mentoring Arnie's 'scientific grandchildren' who, in turn, may establish labs and mentor future generations of scientists. I am immensely grateful and proud to be part of this family, and I am happy to think that the lessons Arnie taught me will be passed on through the generations.
